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Revenues from Pa’s natural gas impact tax generated since 2012, DIRECTLY BENEFITTING ALL 67 COUNTIES. (Pa. IFO) This is in addition to all other business taxes paid by the industry.

$500M+ in STATEWIDE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION FUNDING comes from Pa’s impact tax on natural gas. (Pa. IFO)

93% of Pa.’s unconventional produced water is RECYCLED OR REUSED. (MSC)

TO LEARN MORE FACTS ABOUT
SAFE SHALE DEVELOPMENT VISIT:

MarcellusCoalition.org

#1 Globally
America is the WORLD’S LARGEST NATURAL GAS PRODUCER AND LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS EXPORTER — providing energy security for the U.S. and our allies. (EIA)

480,000 PENNSYLVANIA JOBS tied to the natural gas and oil sector. (PwC)

$1,100-$2,200 Average ANNUAL HOUSEHOLD ENERGY SAVINGS resulting from Pa. natural gas, with prices for end-use customers down 56% - 76% since 2008. (Pa. PUC)

99.9% Pipeline safety record
Pipelines are the SAFEST AND MOST EFFICIENT way to transport energy. (PHMSA)

NATURAL GAS HAS REDUCED Pa. power sector CO2 emissions 41% since 2005. (Pa. DEP)

Appalachia has among the LOWEST METHANE EMISSIONS INTENSITIES of all major shale basins in the world. (Clean Air Task Force & Ceres)

10 FAST FACTS ABOUT RESPONSIBLE SHALE DEVELOPMENT

SHARE /MarcellusCoalition
CONNECT @MarcellusGas